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Recent Works
Science, Technology and Art
The Electric Retina
Collaboration on the sculpture „The Electric Retina“ in tbe area of
electronics, sensors, interaction, general construction and
installation. The art&science collaboration sculpture was displayed
at the Parcours des Wissens, 175 Year anniversary of University
of Zürich (CH) and at the Science Days at the Zürich main station
(CH).
Concept and construction: Prof Dr. Jill Scott
8. March 2008 - 16. March. 2008
http://www.dusseiller.ch/labs/?p=120

With help from: Marille Hahne (editing), Andreas Schiffler/Marc
Dusseiller (programming and sensoring) und Simone Lüling/Beat
Schlaepfer/Christian Tanner (steelwork and surface). Scientists in
the laboratory: Prof. Dr. Stephan Neuhauss: Corinne Hodel, Dr.
Oliver Biehlmaier, Melody Huang, Colette Maurer, Markus Tschopp

SGMK

January 2007 until now
http://www.dusseiller.ch/labs/?p=76

In the framework of SGMK I am organizing various workshops and
the diy* festival, with the goal to interface technology and art,
teaching of electronics, physical computing and experimental music
and also to present a platform for transdisciplinary communication.
In addition I developed new concepts for mini-workshops, which
allows beginners or kids to get an introduction into electronic arts in
a short period of time. SGMK has been present at various
exhibitions and festivals; Festival der Medienkulturen, Dock18
Zürich 2007 (CH), Installation (8-Step Docking Station), Tweak
Fest Zürich 2007 (CH), Arduino Workshop and a Short Movie for
Flausen.ch (8-Step Sequencer), Shift Festival Basel 2007 (CH),
with diy makeaway (micro_noise), bugnplay.ch Open Day 2008
(CH), with diy makeaway (micro_noise), Café Scientifique Basel
Digitale Welt 2008 (CH), with the
mechatronic_bug and
micro_noise.
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ETH Zürich

2001 - 2006
http://www.dusseiller.ch/labs/?page_id=90

During the time of my phd theses I was working on an
interdisciplinary
project
in
collaboration
with
biologists,
microtechnologists, material scientists and surface chemists. From
my dissertation, titled „Micro- and Nanoengineering the 3Dimensional Environment of Cells in Culture“, a multidude of
scientific publications have been published and new projects could
be initiated. The core of my work was the development of a
platform-technology which allows the culturing of individual cells on
an artificial substrate with a well-defined 3-dimensional
environment with a designed surface on the micro and nano level.
This allowed the mimicking of the real environment of cell in the
human body from a mechanical and biochemical point.

Movies
Hase Z’Nacht
Hase Z’Nacht, 30 sec Animation, frame-by-frame stop motion
2nd price from agent-provocateur.ch Contest 2008 (CH), subject:
Fear. The ceremony was taking place during the Solothurner
Filmtage and the movie has now been shown in selected
independant cinemas.

25. January 2008
http://www.dusseiller.ch/labs/?p=77

Director, Camera, Animation and Editing:
Marc Dusseiller und Philipp Hintermeister
Music:
Marc Dusseiller
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Duell
Duell, 10 sec Pixelanimation, digital image series
1st price at 5-10-20, Shortest Silent Movie Competition, 2007
organized by Hochschule Luzern, Design & Kunst. Ceremony at
the main station and the Landesmuseum, Zürich (CH).

11. July 2007
http://www.dusseiller.ch/labs/?p=53

The pixelanimation uses own graphics and images from old
computer games, C64. It is an eternal story told in a classic
Hollywood style in just 10 seconds. There is no lack of tension,
violence and sex and is meant as a critical view on the
contemporary low-content movie industry.
Complete production von Marc Dusseiller

8-Step Sequencer
8-Step Sequencer, 4m14 Animation, frame-by-frame stop motion
and normal film.
The movie has been screened during flausen.ch at the Tweak
Fest 2007 in Technopark, Zürich (CH). The movie should visualize
the engagment of SGMK and give a playful insight into simple lo-fi
audio-electronics. I was presenting during the screening the
different components and how a simple tone can be generated in
an oscillating circuit

25. May 2007

Director, Camera, Animation and Editing:
Marc Dusseiller with help by Markus Haselbach

http://www.dusseiller.ch/labs/?p=15
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Musik
Sonic Wargame @ Club Transmediale.08
Using one of my self-made instruments I was participating at the
Sonic Wargame at Club Transmediale.08, Berlin (DE). Sonic
Wargame is a quadrophonic roominstallation in which 4 teams go
for battle with electo-accoustic weapons to sample, infiltrate, spy
and detonate each other. I have been using the Lofi-Sampler,
which I developed myself for an SGMK Mini-Workshop. My team
mate at Sonic Wargame was Philipp Hintermeister.
30. January 2008
http://www.dusseiller.ch/labs/?p=82

H2Ω
The performance H 2 Ω of the diy kamikaze group was presented at
Les Digitales, 2007, La Chaux-de-Fonds (CH) and in the series
„Analog to Digital“ at Walcheturm, Zürich (CH). The band around
the core members Markus Haselbach, Ken Gubler, Robert Korizek
und Marc Dusseiller is formed new for each perfromance and
counts up to 6-8 soldermaniacs

26. September 2007
25. August 2007
http://www.dusseiller.ch/labs/?p=69

Based on the elementaty electronic components such as resistors,
capacitors and ICs each one creates his own instrument during the
performance on stage. These instruments include simple tone
generators and oscillators, rhythmic sequencers, mechanoaccoustic combinations and electronics parts that interact with
each others in non-conformal ways. When the first circuits come to
life after around 10 minutes they become audible and their raw
sounds join together in a semi-planned improvisation to create a
unique landscape of noise, rythms, beeps and raw electrical
ampere-sounds.
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Presse
clichhere.ch - „Lächelnder Lötkolben-Hacktivismus“
http://www.diyfestival.ch/2007/media/press/presse_clickhere.pdf

Telebasel „Was lauft“ - TV-Report
http://de.youtube.com/watch?v=ePjSiqSwnKA

Kopf der Woche, Schaffhauser Nachrichten, 6. Dezember 2007
Anmerkung: Ich bin nicht der Meinung das man weg von den Wissenschaften zum Selberbastelniveau
gehen sollte. Beides sind zentale Aspekte unserer Gesellschaft und ich engagiere mich aktiv in
Wissenschaft, Kunst und Ausbildung auf allen Ebenen von Alter, theoretischem Tiefgang und
Anwendungen.
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Unter dem Strich, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Zürcher Kultur, 7. Dezember 2007
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Dock18 sagt Auf Wiedersehen, Tagesanzeiger - Züritipp Clubs, 21. Februar 2008
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‘The Electric Retina’, Tagesanzeiger - Wissen, 7. März 2008
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